Ultimate Risk Services will
design a custom Cyber Defense
Package for a small to a largesize client

────
Cybersecurity Foundation Package
URS Cybersecurity “Foundation Package” solution is built
based on our clients’ initial needs and budget. After URS or
our partner receives the client’s answers to the non-technical
(20 question) “URS Custom Cybersecurity Questionnaire” we
will review the initial findings and configure the appropriate
initial cyber foundation package. The MSRP cost of the Cyber
Foundation system including the powerful Cyber Compliance
Management Risk Tracker and Cyber Risk Hub starts at 10
users a cost of $90 a month and each additional user above 10
is an additional $2.00 a month. There is a 1-time set-up cost
of either $500 or $1,100.
We begin with the URS Cyber Risk Hub, the URS help desk,
five security training courses and 19 security policies &
procedures and the URS Cyber Risk Tracker. From this
cybersecurity foundation we can add at any time a single or a
group of products, software and or services, to ultimately
protect against most common cyber-attacks.

Additional components available to improve your initial or
enhanced URS cybersecurity system:
▪ The Cyber Real-Time NetShield Blocker Appliance
▪ A Cyber insurance policy from your agent for $1M coverage or
more and the Cyber Insurance Evaluator
▪ Additional Cybersecurity Training courses- including security
awareness, PCI & HIPAA
▪ Additional URS Cyber Help Desk
▪ MSSP cyber services-Penetration tests, vulnerability test, etc.
▪ MSP IT services- managed services, network, encryption, etc.

▪ Data Breach Planning & Response-custom Incident Response
Plan

A strong Cybersecurity Program is much
more than just a firewall and antivirus!

Cyber Foundation System:
- URS Cyber Risk Hub
- URS Compliance Mgt. Risk Tracker
- URS Cyber Help Desk
- Security Training Courses
- Security Policies & Procedures
_______

URS Cyber Risk Hub
- Mobil friendly platform
- News Center- cyber risk stories, etc.
-Free consultation with breach coach
-Learning Center- best practice articles,
webinar from leading practitioners
- Risk Manger Tools- self-assessments,
cost calculators, state breach laws
- Security Awareness- training courses
and light level Symantec video
- Experts/ Vendors directory-extensive

_____
URS Compliance Mgt. Risk Tracker
- Keeps you on track & timely
- Never miss a deadline again
- Mandatory cyber tasks
- If the dashboard is red find out who
missed a task or training required
-Your 24/7 Affordable Administrator
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